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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Customized Water Jet White Wavy Arabesque Marble Wall Mosaic Tile

Short Description: Wanpo company supplies

high-quality stone mosaic tiles with different mosaic

patterns. This is a wavy arabesque pattern that uses

water jet technology to cut the chip shapes. The white

surface looks bright and simple and meets most

decoration requirements.

Model No.: WPM64

Pattern: Waterjet Arabesque

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Carrara Marble, Grey Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Waterjet marble mosaic tile is mainly completed by using natural unique colors, textures, and

natural stone materials that are coupled with ingenious artistic conception and design.

Through water jet technology, a boring tile becomes an impressive and vivid tile and brings

more flowing elements to your home. This white arabesque marble tile is customized by our

product designers which use thin chips to create a wavy arabesque look. They cut Crystal
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White Marble into gourd shapes and cut Carrara White Marble wavy lines to surround the

gourds and embellished with grey marble dots. The white surface looks bright and simple

and is harmonious with most decoration styles.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Customized Water Jet White Wavy Arabesque Marble Wall Mosaic Tile

Model No.: WPM064

Pattern: Waterjet Arabesque

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Crystal White Marble, Carrara White Marble, Grey Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM064

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: Crystal White Marble, Carrara White Marble, Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM371

Color: White & Black

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble, Marquina Black Marble

Product Application

There are many types of waterjet stone mosaic, while the arabesque marble mosaic is the most popular

and classic. In order to maintain its original structure and value, we usually install these marble mosaics

on the wall and backsplashes. In interior home rooms, kitchens, washing rooms, offices, hotels, and

other decorative walls, you can cover with this White Wavy Arabesque Marble Wall Mosaic Tile. The

most common uses are stone wall mosaic, interior stone cladding tiles, decorative stone wall tiles,

mosaic tile back splash, mosaic tiles backing, and so on.



Maybe you will concern about the adhesive strongness of such small dots and the lines, will it drop

during the installation? The answer is it is unavoidable, and you can re-paste on the net and cling to the

wall tightly. Then using the mortar to seal the gaps. We think the installers will handle it perfectly.

FAQ

Q: Do you have stocks of stone mosaic tiles?

A: Our company doesn't have stocks, the factory may have stocks of some regularly produced patterns,

we will check if you need stock.

Q: What area does the brass inlaid marble mosaic apply on?

A: The brass inlaid marble mosaic is mainly applied on the wall decoration, such as bathroom wall,

kitchen wall, wall backsplash.

Q: What area do your mosaic products apply on?

A: 1. Bathroom wall, floor, backsplash.

2. Kitchen wall, floor, backsplash, fireplace.

3. Stove backsplash and vanity backsplash.

4. Hallway floor, bedroom wall, living room wall.

5. Outdoor pools, swimming pools. (black marble mosaic, green marble mosaic)

6. Landscaping decoration. (pebble mosaic stone)

Q: What kinds of payment methods do you accept?

A: You can make the payment to our bank account, Western Union or PayPal: 30% deposit in advance,

a 70% balance before the goods are shipped on board is better.


